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NASA Wants to Launch Shipping Container Farms into Space

If we built farms in space, they'd look nothing like the vast
wheat fields of Kansas.
But they just might look
something like urban
farms being used today—modular closedloop hydroponic farms,
actually. These compact,
efficient grow houses
could be the life-giving
answer to keeping astronauts fed, and the idea is
A NASA concept image with an indoor Mars
less science fiction than
farm that looks something like the inside of a
you might think.
Leafy Green Machine.

the production of proteins and medicines, develop lightweight
containers with inflatable materials or 3D printing, and ultimately design a similar system to the LGM that could be incorporated into "space exploration vessels."
Maintaining a single LGM takes roughly 20 hours per week.
That's only 10 hours per acre, per week. To sustain the plants,
columns of hanging LED strips with blue and red diodes in the
grow lights require an average of between 90 and 110 kWh
per day—about the equivalent of 3 average U.S. households.
Many LGMs are outfitted with solar panels as well to minimize the required energy input. What's more, given the closedloop system of a LGM, it can sustain the crops on just 10 gallons of water a day. The efficiencies of Leafy Green Machines
are an astonishing 90 percent improvement over traditional
farming, according to the USDA.

NASA

Freight Farms, based in
Boston, is trying to revolutionize the global food system with
its Leafy Green Machines. These shipping containers filled
with racks of planted crops, grow lights, and environmental
control systems, can be installed anywhere in the world and
make fresh produce available in even the densest urban
neighborhoods.

The units can be shipped out on trucks, freighters, and railroads, traveling anywhere you can send an intermodal container—so basically anywhere in the world.
Institutions around America are harnessing the power of these
units not only for food but also for educational purposes. Corporate campuses like Google were eager early adopters.
Schools including the University of Michigan and UMass
Dartmouth are using the LGMs as part of their curriculum to
teach students about sustainable agriculture.

Although Freight Farms initial intentions were much more
down to Earth, the company inadvertently built a prototype
farm that NASA wants to study for future applications on
other planets. And NASA isn't the only one. Google and modern farming entrepreneurs including Kimbal Musk, brother to The benefit of distributed small farms is that they're vastly
Martian hopeful Elon Musk, have also shown interest in the
more sustainable than larger options in terms of conserving
project.
land and minimizing transport. Between production and shipping, the global food system accounts for about one-third of
A single Leafy Green Machine (LGM) can house the equiva- all human-induced greenhouse gas emissions. It also helps that
lent of roughly two acres of produce. One LGM can produce
the local produce passes through fewer hands, which means
an astonishing 1,000 heads of restaurant-ready lettuce a week, more affordable food. "The most exciting thing about Square
and restaurants like B.Good in Boston are taking advantage of Roots and urban farming is getting back to knowing our
fresher, less expensive produce grown in their own backyard
farmer and trusting our food again," says Musk.
LGMs.
With Leafy Green Machines spreading across the world, it
With this compelling proof-of-concept on Earth, Freight
might not be too long until NASA builds the very first variFarms and Clemson University recently received a grant from ant—the Leafy Red Machine, perhaps?—and launches it to
NASA to develop the next generation of off-the-grid systems Mars.
using as many renewables as possible with an ultimate goal of
providing "life support for human exploration of deep space." Source: Popular Mechanics
Future LGMs could be even more self-regulating as Freight
http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/green-tech/
Farms looks to incorporate technologies like water capture
a27200/freight-farms-shipping-containers-nasa-launch-space/?
from the ambient air and automatic compost systems. Eventu- src=nl&mag=pop&list=nl_pnl_news&date=070717
ally, Freight Farms would like to build LGMs that are entirely
autonomous and run on 100 percent renewable energy.
The NASA grant—under the agency's research initiative,
"Closed-Loop Living System for Deep-Space ECLSS with
Immediate Applications for a Sustainable Planet"—is designed to help Freight Farms advance their LGM technology
to the point that the space agency could adapt the farms and
launch them into space. In addition to providing food for astronauts, NASA wants to work with Freight Farms to study
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